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For about an hour the waters, though swift, 
were smooth and safe. Then, however, we 

descried in the distance the white and 

broken current, which proclaimed a riffle or 

rapid. This being the first, we rather 

“funked” it, and all thought we should like 

to get out and walk past the piece of bad 
water. According we landed, and had the 

pleasure of seeing our craft dropped over 
the place of danger by means of a rope, 
with none but the steersman on board. 
Then we re-embarked, and shot ahead 
again, 

Every five minutes the interest of the 
trip varied and increased. Every turn in 
the river revealed some new kind of scenery, 
of which nothing was commonplace or tame, 
but, on the contrary, all was romantic, 

fantastic, or sublime. Occasionally the 
banks on either side would slope gently up- 
wards, adorned with graceful trees and 

shrubs. More frequently they would rise 
up sheer fromthe water’s edge, forming 

lofty ranges of rock topped with sable pines. 

Now we would enter one of those glorious 

cahons, or gorges, for which, like the 

Columbia and other western rivers, our 

river (itis the Frazer I am speaking of, in 
British Columbia) was remarkable. In 
these cafions the water is compressed into 
a narrow channel of unknown depth, and 

fiows peaceably, as though in its great 
strength it were asleep, or only awake 

enough to play with its countless eddies. 
The great brown rocks on either hand 

towered like massive walls toa height of 
1,000 feet. The silence in passing down 
between those walls, with nothing but the 
depths of brown water below and the ex- 

panse of blue sky above, was something 
perfectly appalling. We dared not converse 
then; the only sound heard was the splash 
of our oars. Presently, however, as we 

approach the extremity of the defile, we hear 
the distant roar. The stream, it would 
appear, has been gathering up its strength 
in that interlude of slumbering silence. 
For lo! in the distance “the white horses” 
are charging the rocks, and we are being 
quickly borne into the heart of the fray. 

  

It is where the stream is seeking a lower 

level that these conflicts occur. It then 

goes raging over the mighty boulders which 
encumber its bed. There is a twofold 
danger in such places. ‘There is the risk of 
your boat having her bow turned by the back 
movement of the waves striking on those 
boulders, and there is, of course, the risk of 

collision with those rough-looking monsters 
themselves. It is essential to put on all 

possible headway in running those “rifles,” 
because if your boat were once turned so as 

to present her side to the current, she 

would ina moment be swamped or knocked 

into shivers. And then along farewell! 

No swimming in that whirling tide! None! 

The victim falls into the hands of a hun- 

dred contending currents, and, torn to pieces, 

or battered into jelly, he is hurled along, 

never to be seen by mortal more. But 

given a well-steered boat with plenty of way 

on, there is no danger; the craft will then 

dash down over those rough places, on the 

back of those fierce white horses, at a rate 

of little less than twenty miles an hour, 

We had, however, one awkward experience. 

We had halted at noon for lunch. 

Hastily gathering some of the timber 

strewn along the bank, we had made a fire 

and boiled water for tea, that indispensable 

ally of the pioneer. Recruited with this, not 

without adjuncts of bread and bacon, we 

had re-embarked, and were moving swiftly 

through the water. Presently, on a sudden 

bend, we saw right ahead the formidable 

waters of what is called the Chalcoaten 

Riffle, and as soon as we saw we were In it. 

“ Now boys, look to your oars !” shouted 

the darkey at the helm ; “give her way, my 

lads ; that’s it; push her through; throw 

your weight into her!” 
Encouraged by these and similar appeals, 

we tore away regardless of the fierce violence 

and deafening roar of the raging stream. 

But—ha! what’s this? has the steersman 

missed the channel, or is the water shallower 

than he thought? Ican’t tell, but this I 

know (nor am I likely to forget it!) just 

where the river was narrowest and wildest, 

we came bump on a rock in mid-stream, 4


